
New Mexico Museum of Natural History – Fact Hunt 

 

BONUS QUESTION 

Look up!  There are 15 flying creatures (skeletons and models) flying above rooms in the museum.  Can 

you find them all?  Use hash marks to keep track. 

 

1.  The Lobby – Can you find rocks in all these colors?  Name them here. 

 Red ___________________________ Blue ________________________ 

 Orange ________________________ Indigo _______________________  

 Yellow _________________________ Violet _______________________ 

 Green _________________________ Pink ________________________ 

 

2.  Computer Exhibit 

How much did a computer cost in 1973?  _____   How much did one cost in 1975?  _____ 

Talk to a grown-up about why they think the price changed so much in just two years. 

 

3.  Space/Planetarium Exhibit – Draw the symbols for the planets  

Mercury  Earth  Jupiter 
 

Uranus 
 

Venus  Mars  Saturn 
 

Neptune 
 

 

4.  Open Area Upstairs 

 How fast can the Mars Rover travel? _________________________________ 

 

5.  Dawn of Life & Before the Dinosaurs 

 Dimetrodon wasn’t a dinosaur!  In what period did it live?  ________________________ 

 

6.  Triassic Period 

 What was the top Triassic predator?  ______________________________ 

 

7.  Jurassic Period 

Name the dinosaur in the Jurassic room that looks like a T-Rex? _______________________ 

 

8.  Cretaceous Period – On Land 

 Draw 3 kinds of head crests that duck-billed dinosaurs might have (lambeosaurine hadrosaurs.)  

   

 

 



9.  Extinction Passageway 

 What modern member of the dinosaur family still survives today? ______________________ 

 

10.  Cretaceous Period – In the Seas 

 Ammonoids had two basic shapes.  Draw them here.  Can you name them too? 

  

 

11.  Volcano  

 What is the temperature (in Celsius) of the rock in the top few layers of the earth? 

___________ Lava tube (inside a volcano/mountain)  

___________ Earth’s Surface 

___________ Upper Lithosphere 

___________ Lower Lithosphere 

___________ Asthenosphere 

 

12.  Evolving Grasslands (After the Dinosaurs) 

Look at the pictures of prehistoric animals on the walls in both rooms.  Name 16 modern animals 

that look like their prehistoric ancestors.  “That looks like a …!”   

    

    

    

    

 

13.  Caves 

 Most of New Mexico’s caves are made out of what kind of stone?  _______________________ 

 

14.  Ice Age 

 Name 3 ancestors of elephants that lived in New Mexico during the Ice Ages 

 _______________________   _______________________   _______________________ 

 

15.  Environmental Changes 

 Has the earth gotten colder or warmer?  _______________ 

 

16.  Dinosaur Century 

 Draw 3 different kinds of dinosaur teeth that you see in this exhibit. 

   



 


